
Increase productivity and 
model accuracy with 
AI-powered data labeling 

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

LABELER

reduction in per label time
80% 

Label, train and deploy your AI 
models in one integrated tool

Read the report.
Named a leader in The Forrester New Wave™:

Computer Vision Platforms. clarifai.com/contact

Ready to get started?  
Request a demo at 

Achieve higher levels of model accuracy

Go to market more quickly

Reduce costs by reallocating expensive resources

Reduce the  time to 
prepare  datasets with AI  

AI-Assist

Assign concepts automatically using 
pre-trained or custom models.

Annotation types
Single image or multi-label classification, 
bounding box, polygon, video tracking.

Active learning
Transfer collected data from production 
models and apply algorithms.

Team and project analytics

Track object counts and leverage detailed 
analytics about your training data.

Labeling as a Service

Scale up labeling and reduce operational 
complexity with our dedicated labeling 
service

Custom workflows
Assemble any combination of AI models for 
advanced predictions to accelerate complex 
labeling jobs.
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Number of images or video frames

https://www.clarifai.com/contact


WHY CLARIFAI

clarifai.com

Clarifai is the leading independent platform for computer vision and artificial intelligence. We provide an 
enterprise-level, end-to-end AI lifecycle solution. Our award-winning platform, helps  organizations worldwide gain 
insights and better leverage their image, video and text data. Our award-winning technology team has built an 
easy-to-use UI to build and train classification and detection models. Customers worldwide trust Clarifai to gain 
valuable insights from their images, videos and documents. For more information visit .
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Polygons

Identify items with bounding boxes 
and plot points on each vertex

Bounding boxes
Identify items of interest with 
one or many bounding boxes

Video tracking
Locate a moving object

(or multiple objects) over time

Categorize data into single or 
multiple categories

Picture

Light

Chair

Interior design

Classification

Powerful data labeling 
tools for image 
classification, object 
detection and tracking

Assign concepts automatically 
for faster dataset annotation

AI Assist

Annotate image and video 
datasets faster with 
AI-assist


